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Keep a lifetime of Christmas
memories secure on just one drive
Canvio Premium
X300 Performance Hard Drive
Christmas is one of those special times during the year that have to be captured – the anticipation, the love shared, the little mishap. Whether taking a snapshot of the burned
No compromise – the best for storing family pictures
Level up to top performer
turkey getting buried secretly in the garden or the big eyes when your child is given its presents, Toshiba provides hard drives for any specific need and purpose to safely store
these
moments
for years
to come.
A
very precious
special gift
for a friend
or family
members who enjoy form and function. This

High-capacity of up to 10 TB, topped with speed and reliability will be highly

stylish and attractive aluminium cased hard disk drive delivers up to 3TB storage

appreciated by the music lover, gamer or graphic designer in your clan. Give your

capacity and comes with an extra soft pouch among several other practical

loved

features. Canvio Premium is available for Mac or PCs if you are a mobile or high-

one the gift to power up their workstations for high performance AAA gaming!

end desktop user, it has all the connections and compatibility you’ll need.

The perfect gift for gamers.

Also available as Canvio Premium for Mac.

N300 NAS Hard Drive
Canvio Advance

Give yourself a gift this Christmas!

Colour your trees with this drive

Why not use the holiday break to build your home NAS system into a storage power

Available now in snow white and bauble red, the new Canvio Advance brings colour

bank with the new Toshiba 10TB N300 NAS drive? Thanks to the Toshiba Stable

to your gifts under the Christmas tree. With capacities of up to 3TB and useful

Platter Technology, increased capacity and a durable design, those drives deliver

features, such as the downloadable backup software and security software, the

exceptional performance, high capacity storage and endurance for 24/7 operation.

drive is an easy-to-use storage solution for keeping your personal memories safe.

Treat yourself or Techie family members this Christmas!

The red and white colours get you into the right Christmas mood.

A safe place for all your files.
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